The uninterrupted measurement of the total solar irradiance during the last three solar cycles and an increasing amount of solar spectral irradiance measurements as well as solar imaging observations (magnetograms and photometric data) have stimulated the development of models attributing irradiance variations to solar surface magnetism. Here we review the current status of solar irradiance measurements and modelling efforts based on solar photospheric magnetic fields. Thereby we restrict ourselves to the study of solar variations from days to the solar cycle. Phenomenological models of the solar atmosphere in combination with imaging observations of solar electromagnetic radiation and measurements of the photospheric magnetic field have reached high enough quality to show that a large fraction (at least, about 80%) of the solar irradiance variability can be explained by the radiative effects of the magnetic activity present in the photosphere. Also, significant progress has been made with magnetohydrodynamic simulations of convection that allow us to relate the radiance of the photospheric magnetic structures to the observations.
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Introduction
Since the advent of magnetic field measurements on the Sun, it is known that solar activity is linked to the presence of magnetic flux in the solar photosphere. There is a large range of magnetic field structures in spatial size, flux intensity and topology evolving in time on different time scales. From quiet Sun internetwork to active regions, the magnetic field elements, generally constituted of bundles or groups of field lines (i.e. magnetic flux tubes), are found in sizes that reach from about 100 km to a significant fraction of the solar surface (Meunier 2003) . Magnetic field strengths up to 6 kG (in an extreme case) are found in the photosphere, see Solanki (2003) , Livingston et al. (2006) for distribution of sunspot magnetic fields, and Abramenko and Longcope (2005) for active region magnetic fields. The distribution in space and in time appears to be associated with the changing structure of the photospheric granulation and supergranulation, directly related to solar convection. The relative number of structures of different size and characteristics changes with a period of approximately 11 years, that coincides with the observed period of other solar activity indices. A general review on the present knowledge of the solar magnetic field can be found in .
One of the manifestations of solar activity is the variation of the solar irradiance, which is the total solar energy flux at 1 AU from the Sun. Brightening on the Sun at diverse wavelengths as well as the presence of sunspots has been observed with ground based telescopes since long ago. Over the 30 years of the space-based irradiance measurements (Fröh-lich 2006) , the relationship between magnetic structures and associated brightness effects has been broadly studied by many groups (e.g., Hudson et al. 1982; Chapman 1984; Willson and Hudson 1988; Chapman et al. 1996; Fligge et al. 1998; Wenzler et al. 2006, among others) .
In the following we summarise the present understanding of the relationship between photospheric magnetism and irradiance changes. We restrict ourselves to the study of solar variations for the time when instrumental data are available. We also do not consider time scales shorter than a day, where the surface magnetic field is no longer the dominant driver of the variations (see e.g. Hudson 1988; Woods et al. 2006) .
In Sect. 2 we review the status of solar irradiance measurements, for total solar irradiance (TSI) in Sect. 2.1, and for spectral irradiance (SSI) in Sect. 2.2. Section 3 describes how solar photospheric magnetic fields affect the irradiance (Sect. 3.1) and how radiative MHD simulations of photospheric magnetoconvection are employed to connect the physical mechanism that underlies photospheric variations with irradiance changes (Sect. 3.2). Section 4 summarises the semi-empirical model atmospheres that have evolved in the recent years as part of irradiance calculations. Finally, Sect. 5 describes empirical reconstructions of solar irradiance from solar activity indices (Sect. 5.1) as well as semi-empirical models based on intensity images (Sect. 5.2) and magnetograms (Sect. 5.3).
Observation of Solar Irradiance
Here we describe the available observations of total and spectral solar irradiance (TSI and SSI). Solar irradiance is the Sun's energy flux received at a mean distance of 1 AU. We call it total when is integrated over all wavelengths.
Total Solar Irradiance
Since late 1978 total solar irradiance (TSI) measurements were made by different radiometers in space: Hickey-Frieden radiometer (HF) on the NOAA/NASA NIMBUS 7 mission (Hoyt et al. 1992) , Active Cavity Radiometer for Irradiance Monitoring (ACRIM I) on the NASA Solar Maximum Mission (SMM) , ACRIM II on the NASA Upper Atmospheric Research Satellite (UARS) mission (Willson 1994) , Variability of Irradiance and Gravity Oscillations (VIRGO) on the ESA/NASA mission Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO) (Fröhlich et al. 1997) , ACRIM III on the NASA mission ACRIMSat (Willson 2001) , and the Total Solar Irradiance Monitor (TIM) on the Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SoRCE) mission (Kopp and Lawrence 2005) . These radiometers have a cavity to absorb solar radiation and a heat-flux transducer which is electrically-calibrated, hence the name Electrically Calibrated Radiometer (ECR, for details see Fröhlich 2009a, and references therein) . Figure 1a shows these original time series and it is clear that not only the absolute values are quite different, especially at the beginning of the series, but there are also other important differences between the series. Of the instruments, only the ACRIM, VIRGO, and TIM instruments have the ability to monitor in-flight degradation due to solar exposure; the benefit of this correction is obvious from comparison of early ACRIM-I with HF.
The individual time series-either as they are or corrected for some effects not considered in the original data sets-can be used for the construction of a TSI composite by Note, that the VIRGO TSI is determined from both VIRGO radiometers (PMO6V and DIARAD), whereas the DIARAD TSI is from IRMB. Also plotted are data from ERBS (Lee III et al. 1987) . Panel (b) shows the PMOD composite shifting each series to a common level and merging them together. Presently there are three composites available, the first one was presented in 1997 at the IAU General Assembly in Kyoto by Fröhlich and Lean (1998b) and is now called the PMOD composite (originating form Physikalisch-Meteorologisches Observatorium Davos). A few months later the ACRIM composite (originating from the ACRIM team) was published by Willson (1997) and was updated in 2003 (Willson and Mordvinov 2003) . Recently a third composite, called IRMB (originating from Institut Royale Météorlogique de Belgique), was presented by Dewitte et al. (2004) . Although the three composites are based on the same original data sets major differences are found before 1981 and during the gap between the end of ACRIM-I and the beginning of ACRIM-II (so-called ACRIM gap from June 1989 until October 1991 . Since the first publication of the ACRIM composite by Willson (1997) the main issue is whether a change of the radiometer HF on NIMBUS 7 has happened during the ACRIMgap period as first suggested by Lee III et al. (1995) , Chapman et al. (1996) . Such a change is still neglected by the ACRIM team and thus their TSI shows a substantial increase of more than 0.5 W m −2 during cycle 22. A detailed re-analysis of the HF long-term behaviour by Fröhlich (2000 Fröhlich ( , 2006 and comparison with ERBE data and the Kitt-Peak reconstruction (Wenzler et al. 2006) confirm the need for a correction of HF. The results of a similar reconstruction by have now been used to 'resolve' this issue by Scafetta and Willson (2009) . In contrast to the Kitt-Peak reconstruction the one does not reproduce the details of the intra-cycle variability properly, because it is focused on the long-term variations back to the 17th century. Thus, these new arguments are only misleading and do not support the increase of TSI during cycle 22. We use here the PMOD composite, mainly because it has also a reliable cycle 21 and because it agrees best with the independent TSI record from ERBS (e.g. Fröhlich and Lean 2004 ) and the reconstruction from Kitt-Peak magnetograms (Wenzler et al. 2006, see also Fig. 13 ).
The most obvious feature of TSI variability is the modulation by the 11-year activity cycle of somewhat less than 0.1%. We define here the amplitude as if it would vary like a sine squared: the mean value over the period between two minima is multiplied by two and corrected for a linear trend during that cycle (by half of the difference between the minima). The values of the amplitudes are 0.9359, 0.8602, 0.9026 W m −2 for the cycles 21, 22 and 23, respectively. There are dips due to sunspots and brightening due to faculae, as first pointed out by . The greatest dip of about −4 W m −2 in this whole period was observed during the passage of large sunspot groups on October 31, 2003. The minima show a decrease from 1365.57 in 1986 over 1365.45 in 1996 down to 1365.23 W m −2 in 2009. This may indicate a long-term trend which will however not be discussed in this paper (see Sect. 1). The TSI amplitude of cycle 23 is higher than the earlier ones whereas the amplitudes of the other parameters such as e.g. the sunspot number show a constant decrease over the same period. This is explained by the fact that during cycle 23 there are extended periods when TSI is high due to large faculae in active regions without sunspots, which was not the case during cycles 21 and 22.
The PMOD, ACRIM and IRMB composites are available from http://www. pmodwrc.ch/pmod.php?topic=tsi/composite/SolarConstant, http://www.acrim.com/ RESULTS/Composite/composite_acrim_hdr_1108.txt and http://remotesensing.oma.be/ TSI/SARR.diarad.
Spectral Solar Irradiance
The TSI is the spectrally integrated solar radiation at 1 AU and is an essential component of the Earth's radiation budget. The absorption, scattering, or reflection of this energy by the Earth's atmosphere, clouds, or surface depend greatly on wavelength: the visible and near infrared (NIR) radiation not scattered by clouds largely affects the Earth's surface and troposphere, while the UV is absorbed in the troposphere and stratosphere. Similarly, the regions of the Sun's atmosphere from which this radiation originates are wavelength dependent, with the X-rays and ultraviolet coming mostly from the solar corona and transition region while the visible and IR emanate from the photosphere and chromosphere. While the TSI varies roughly by 0.1% over the solar cycle, energy at ultraviolet wavelengths can vary by over 100%, with X-ray variations being factors of over a hundred; so while most of the solar radiative energy is in the visible and NIR, the relative solar variability is greater in the UV (see Fig. 2 ). Thus an understanding of the solar processes responsible for emitted radiation as well as their effects on Earth's atmospheric and climate responses are greatly enhanced by knowledge of the solar spectral irradiance (SSI).
Measurements of SSI have been intermittent both temporally and spectrally, since they are driven by both Earth atmospheric and solar studies, each with preferred wavelength regions and resolutions. We summarise here space-borne SSI measurements in approximate order of increasing wavelength, and provide Internet links to each dataset.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has flown X-Ray Sensors (XRS's) on their Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) since 1974 (Donnelly and Cowley 1977) , providing the longest continual measurements of SSI in existence. These instruments are intended as monitors of solar eruptive events, so that they have a 3-sec cadence of reported measurements and nearly real-time telemetry. Two filter bandpasses on each XRS gas cell monitor the SSI in the 0.05 to 0.4 nm and 0.1 to 0.8 nm spectral regions, sampling high-energy solar events with an absolute accuracy of approximately 30%. Magnitudes of XRS flare signals determine solar flare classifications. Averaged X-ray Space Environment Monitor data are available from NOAA at http://goes.ngdc. noaa.gov/data/avg/.
Fig. 2
Although the energy (red) at short wavelengths accounts for very little of the total emitted solar radiation, relative variability (blue) is greatest at these wavelengths. Data from the Solar Extreme-ultraviolet Experiment (SEE) on TIMED, λ < 191 nm , and from SOLSTICE, UARS Model for λ > 191 nm (Woods and Rottman 2002) The XUV Photometer System (XPS), flown on NASA's Thermosphere Ionosphere Mesosphere Energetics Dynamics (TIMED) mission beginning in 2001 and the SOlar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE) launched in 2003, monitors the SSI with 12 filter photodiode photometers ). The filters define eight wavelength regions from 1 to 34 nm with resolutions ranging from 1 to 10 nm, as well as the highly variable Lyman alpha line (121-122 nm). Nominal cadences are one measurement every 90 minutes from the TIMED/XPS and every 5 minutes from the SORCE/XPS. This instrument's prime function is detecting and analysing high energy solar events with <20% absolute accuracy. The TIMED/XPS data are available from http://lasp.colorado.edu/see/see_data.html and the SORCE/XPS data from http://lasp.colorado.edu/sorce/ssi_data.html.
The Solar Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor (SEM) on the SOlar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) is a photodiode-based transmission grating spectrometer designed to measure the absolute solar EUV flux in the 0.1 to 50 nm region and at the 30.4 nm He II line. The 15-second cadence facilitates near real-time flare monitoring. Data are available from http://www.usc.edu/dept/space_science/instrument_pages/sem.htm.
The Solar X-ray Photometer (SXP) on the Student Nitric Oxide Experiment (SNOE) flew from 1998 to 2003 (Bailey and Korde 2000) . The mission's primary purpose was to study Earth atmospheric nitric oxide and auroral emissions, with the SXP providing knowledge of the incident solar radiation at relevant wavelengths. Its five filter-based photodiode photometers had bandpasses covering 2 to 35 nm (Sn: 2-8 nm; Ti: 2-16 nm; Zr/Ti: 5-20 nm; Al/C: 15-35 nm; and open). The time cadence was one 63-second integrated measurement every 95-minute orbit. Data are available from http://lasp.colorado.edu/snoedata/.
The EUV Grating Spectrograph (EGS) on TIMED was launched in 2001. This Rowlandcircle spectrograph covers the spectral range 25 to 200 nm with 0.4 nm resolution. Similar to the TIMED/XPS, this instrument acquires one measurement, in this case a complete spectral scan, during every 95-minute orbit. These TIMED/EGS data are available from http:// lasp.colorado.edu/see/see_data.html.
The Solar Mesospheric Explorer (SME) flew from 1981 to 1991. Intended to investigate the processes that create and destroy ozone in the Earth's mesosphere, the spacecraft also contained the Solar Ultraviolet Monitor that provided SSI data from 115 to 302 nm until 1989. This range also gives a Mg II core-to-wing record for the time period. Data are available from http://lasp.colorado.edu/sme_data/.
The Solar Auto-Calibrating EUV/UV Spectrometer (SolACES) on SOLAR/ISS was launched in February 2009 (for details see Schmidtke et al. 2006a Schmidtke et al. , 2006b , and references therein) and consists of four grazing-incidence spectrometers covering the ranges of 16-65, 25-99, 39-151 and 115-226 nm and two ionisation chambers for the absolute calibration. A filter wheel in front of the four spectrometers and the two ionisation chambers allows an internally consistent absolute in-flight calibration over the full spectral range by comparison of selected wavelength bands with the spectrometers and ionisation chambers. Moreover, the irradiance in bands of 17-70 and 100-127 nm, selected by aluminium and magnesium filters can be measured with calibrated silicon diodes at high temporal cadence simultaneously with the spectrometers. The relative standard uncertainty ranges from about 3% to 5% depending on wavelength.
The SOLar and STellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment (SOLSTICE) was first launched on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) in 1991. This dual grating spectrograph produced a daily mean solar UV spectrum covering 115 to 425 nm with a spectral resolution of 0.2 nm. Special products included in this spectral region include a daily Mg II emission core-to-wing ratio and a daily Lyman-alpha emission product. Data are currently available into 2001 from http://lasp.colorado.edu/uars_data/inst.html.
The SORCE includes two SOLSTICE instruments similar to that flown on the UARS (McClintock and Woods 2005) . A slightly narrower wavelength region, 115 to 320 nm, is covered with improved spectral resolution of 0.1 nm. Absolute accuracy, determined by ground calibrations, is better than 5%; relative accuracy, or on-orbit stability, is determined as on the UARS/SOLSTICE by frequent comparisons to an ensemble of stable blue-type stars, giving a stability known to <0.5%/year. SORCE/SOLSTICE data are available beginning in 2003. Currently a gap exists between the UARS/SOLSTICE data and those from SORCE, although these data should be analysed and available in the near future to provide direct overlap between the UARS and SORCE missions. The SORCE/SOLSTICE data are available from http://lasp.colorado.edu/sorce/ssi_data.html.
The Solar Spectrum (SOLSPEC) experiment on SOLAR/ISS launched February 2009 (for details see Thuillier et al. 2003; Schmidtke et al. 2006b , and references therein) measures the solar spectral irradiance from 180-3000 nm. The instrument has a significant heritage from the ones which flew on the ATLAS and EURECA missions. It incorporates three double monochromators using holographic gratings, dedicated to the three spectral domains 180-370, 350-950 and 900-3000 nm, respectively. In-flight photometric calibration is performed by two deuterium and four tungsten ribbon lamps and the wavelength scale is calibrated by a hollow cathode lamp. The relative standard uncertainty ranges from about 1% in the IR/Vis spectral regions up to 3% at 180 nm.
The UARS also included the Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SUSIM) to monitor solar irradiance in the ultraviolet. This instrument measures SSI from 115 to 410 nm with 1 nm resolution and 2% relative accuracy. Data were acquired on a daily cadence from 1991 to 2005. One important product from the SUSIM is its Mg II core-to-wing ratio time series. Data are available from http://wwwsolar.nrl.navy.mil/susim_uars_data.html.
The NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellites (POES) have flown several Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet system/Version 2 (SBUV/2) instruments since 1985. These are scanning double monochromators designed to monitor Earth atmospheric ozone by measuring UV spectral intensities in 12 discrete wavelength bands ranging from 252.0 to 339.8 nm with bandpasses of 1.1 nm. For calibrations, the SBUV/2's also monitor the solar irradiance on a daily cadence by deploying a diffuser plate into the instrument's field of view. In continuous spectral scanning mode, the instruments acquire data from 160 to 400 nm. The SBUV/2 produces a Mg II core-to-wing ratio time series in addition to its spectral solar irradiances. These Level 1B SBUV/2 data are advertised as being available on magnetic tape from the Satellite Services Branch of the National Climatic Data Center (see Sect. 4.4 of the NOAA Polar Orbiter Data User's Guide at http://www2.ncdc.noaa.gov/docs/podug/).
The ESA is similarly flying ozone monitoring instruments with regular solar calibrations. The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME) was launched on the ERS-2 in 1995 and provided data until 2003. GOME took SSI measurements from 240 to 400 nm including a Mg II series. Level 1 SSI data are described at http://earth.esa.int/object/index. cfm?fobjectid=1483. The improved GOME-2 was launched on MetOp-A in 2006 and is described at http://www.esa.int/esaLP/SEMTTEG23IE_LPmetop_0.html.
SOHO's Variability of solar IRradiance and Gravity Oscillations (VIRGO) Sun PhotoMeter (SPM) consists of three filter radiometers that monitor the Sun at 402, 500, and 862 nm with bandpasses of 5 nm (Fröhlich et al. 1997) . Its position at L1 allows continual solar viewing with measurements reported at a 1-min cadence since early 1996. A redundant SPM allows correction of solar exposure dependent degradation in the primary unit. Daily and hourly SPM averages are available via FTP from ftp://www.pmodwrc.ch/pub/data/ irradiance/virgo/SSI/.
The ENVISAT SCanning Imaging Absorption spectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) is similar to GOME. It is an ozone monitoring instrument with regular solar calibrations covering the spectral range from 240 to 2380 nm with a resolution of 0.24 to 1.5 nm. Launched in 2002, its released data currently extend further into the NIR than other SSI instruments. Data are available from http://goes.ngdc.noaa.gov/data/avg/.
The SORCE Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) began operations in 2003. This prismbased spectrometer acquires two spectra per day from 200 to 2700 nm with a resolution between 0.25 and 33 nm (Harder et al. 2005b) . A redundant channel allows for degradation tracking with solar exposure. Data are currently available from 310 to 1600 nm from http:// lasp.colorado.edu/sorce/ssi_data.html. Figure 3 gives an overview of these SSI monitors, showing both their time of operation and their wavelength regions covered. Data from several are available through a new and expanding database, the "LASP Interactive Solar IRradiance Datacenter" (LISIRD), at http:// lasp.colorado.edu/lisird.
Solar Surface Magnetism and its Influence on Radiation
To address the connection between solar surface magnetism and irradiance we review the relevant mechanisms of irradiance variantions and we show how they are applied to photospheric radiative effects by three-dimensional magneto-hydrodynamic simulations of the upper layers of the Sun. Each dark (spot) or bright (facula, network) structure contributes a TSI variation equal to the product of its projected area and its photometric contrast relative to the adjacent, undisturbed photospheric disc. Empirical models reconstruct a TSI variation by adding up these contributions using records of the changing areas of the spots and magnetic brightenings. As we will see in Sect. 5 these models can account for an important fraction of the variance in the irradiance time series.
The observations show that magnetic structures reduce or increase the local radiation flux for as long as they exist at the surface. They present (in the case of sunspots for example) a local magnetic obstruction to the flow of heat through the Sun. One may ask why such a disturbance in the heat flow does not simply readjust ('shunt') around the obstacle. If this were the case it would not cause a TSI variation at all. Several mechanisms that might store (for spots) or release (for the bright component) the energy involved in irradiance variations have been suggested in response to this conceptual problem. For instance, the 'missing' radiative flux of a spot might, in principle, be stored in intensifying its strong magnetic field (Wilson 1982) . But this storage would only occur while the spot's magnetic energy is increasing, whereas the amplitude of sunspot-induced dips in TSI shows no dependence on changes of the spot's area or magnetic field (Zahid et al. 2004) .
Modelling of sunspots using current magneto-hydrodynamic codes (Schüssler and Vö-gler 2006) confirms that their darkness can be understood as thermal 'plugs' in which intense vertical magnetic fields divert heat flow from deeper layers (Spruit 1982; . Magnetic brightenings act in the opposite sense, as local thermal 'leaks' (Spruit 1977; Deinzer et al. 1984; Chiang and Foukal 1985) . They are bright because the effect of their smaller-scale magnetic field is to form small depressions in the photospheric surface, enabling radiation from lower and hotter atmospheric layers to escape more easily (Spruit 1976; Spruit 1977) . These depressions have now been imaged directly in the highestresolution pictures of the photosphere (Lites et al. 2004) and are reproduced in detail by realistic 3-D radiative magneto-hydrodynamic simulations of these small magnetic structures (Keller et al. 2004; Carlsson et al. 2004; Steiner 2005) .
Calculations with such a thermal impedance model of solar luminosity variation show that the heat flux diverted by a spot is not merely shunted aside to reappear nearby. Instead, the thermal perturbation spreads horizontally and back down into the Sun, much more quickly than it can be radiated from the photosphere. As a consequence, the 'blocked heat flux' effectively remains stored in the Sun for hundreds of millennia instead of appearing elsewhere on the surface, in agreement with the observation that 'bright rings' around spots are weak or absent . This rapid redistribution is also in agreement with the absence of 'thermal shadows' preceding spot emergence (Foukal and Fowler 1984) , and the absence of phase differences between the irradiance dip and the appearance of a spot's magnetic field at the photosphere . The thermal plug model predicts that the Sun's irradiance immediately drops by a factor equal to the product of the spot's cross-sectional area and its brightness deficit, as observed. This factor is independent of the spot's growth or decay, also in agreement with observations (Zahid et al. 2004 ). The heat missing from the spot is stored as slightly increased internal and potential energy of the entire solar convective envelope. The predicted changes in solar radius accompanying changes in spot area are unobservably small (Spruit 1982) . This is consistent with the increasingly tight upper limits on measured radius variations (Antia 2003; Kuhn et al. 2004 ), but conflicting with Sofia (1998 Sofia ( , 2004 , Egidi et al. (2006) , Noël (2005) .
The Sun's remarkable ability to store, rather than quickly re-radiate, fluctuations in heat flow to the photosphere can be understood in terms of a simple illustration. Consider a satellite in temperature equilibrium with its surroundings in space. Then imagine a resistor on the satellite is briefly turned on, sending a heat pulse through the satellite at a rate determined by the thermal diffusivity of aluminium. New isotherms describing the somewhat warmer temperature distribution within the satellite will be relatively quickly established over this diffusive time scale. But the satellite is now warmer than before, and must eventually return to equilibrium with its space surroundings by radiating the heat liberated by the resistor. For a satellite, this time scale for radiative equilibration is a couple of orders of magnitude longer than the diffusive time scale, and until it is achieved, the resistor's heat pulse is stored in the satellite.
The solar equivalent of the thermal diffusion in a metal is thermal exchange by convective flows. The radiative equilibration time scale of the Sun's convection zone, about 100,000 years, is about 6 orders of magnitude longer than this exchange time scale by convective flows, and storage of thermal disturbances is much more efficient than in the metal analogy.
As a consequence, neither the excess emission in the bright magnetic component nor the darkness of spots is expected to be compensated by measurable changes in photospheric temperature elsewhere on the disc.
These findings were originally obtained from calculations in which convection was approximated by turbulent diffusion. 3-D hydrodynamical simulations, which accurately reproduce observation of solar convection near the photosphere (Rosenthal et al. 1999 ) confirm the picture sketched above, of the Sun's convective envelope as a 'thermal superconductor' with a huge thermal inertia (Spruit 1991) . Interestingly, the same thermal inertia that makes possible the irradiance fluctuations due to 'superficial' photospheric magnetic structures, also explains why additional variations with origin deeper in the Sun have not been observed so far.
Local MHD Simulations
Realistic radiative MHD simulations of photospheric magneto-convection provide a means to study the interaction between magnetic features, convective flows and radiation in detail. In connection with solar irradiance variations, such simulations serve a twofold purpose: Firstly, they allow us to investigate the physical mechanism behind variations in photospheric brightness and radiation flux, thus providing the theoretical underpinning and quantitative understanding of the relation between surface magnetism and irradiance. Secondly, solar surface simulations for a range of magnetic fluxes (from 'quiet' Sun to strong plage) yield information about the photometric properties of solar surface fields and may provide improved input parameters for irradiance models.
State-of-the-art radiative MHD simulations of photospheric magnetoconvection (e.g., Bercik et al. 2003; have reached a high level of realism and have been very successful in reproducing and explaining surface features like G-Band bright points (Schüssler et al. 2003; Shelyag et al. 2004) or facular brightenings (Keller et al. 2004; Carlsson et al. 2004; De Pontieu et al. 2006) . In what follows, we consider a series of radiative MHD simulations ranging from nonmagnetic convection to magnetoconvection under conditions corresponding to strong plage and analyse the dependence of average photometric properties, including the emergent radiation flux and center-to-limb variation of intensity and facular contrast, on the average magnetic flux density. Some of these results have been presented previously by Vögler (2005) .
Simulation Runs
The MURaM code (Vögler 2003; has been used for these simulations. It integrates the time-dependent MHD equations for a compressible, partially ionised plasma and includes a nongrey LTE radiative transfer based on multigroup frequency binning.
The results analysed here are based on five simulation runs with varying amount of net vertical magnetic flux threading the computational domain: a nonmagnetic reference run and four magnetic runs. The magnetic runs were started by introducing a homogeneous, vertical magnetic field of strength B 0 into fully developed convection. The values chosen for B 0 are 50 G (comparable to quiet Sun network), 200 G, 400 G (typical values for plage regions), and 800 G. In all cases the simulation domain included the surface of continuum optical depth unity at 500 nm and extended 6 Mm in both horizontal directions and 1.4 Mm in the vertical direction. A detailed description of the boundary conditions is given in Vö-gler (2005) . It is important to point out that a fixed entropy density of the fluid entering the simulation domain from below was specified, letting the total energy flux through the system adjust itself according to the conditions of a given simulation run. Any dependence of the brightness on the amount of magnetic flux is thus solely due to the action of surface magnetic fields. Since the entropy throughout the up-flowing parts of the convection zone is essentially constant, with inhomogeneities efficiently smoothed out by the strong expansion of rising fluid parcels in a strongly stratified system (Nordlund et al. 1997) , the entropy density was assumed to be uniform across the up-flow regions at the lower boundary and independent of B 0 . The value of the entropy was chosen such that the radiative energy flux of the nonmagnetic run on average equals the solar value of F = 6.3 × 10 10 erg cm
to within a percent. Figure 4 gives an impression of the morphology of photospheric magnetoconvection for different values of the average magnetic field strength. The upper row shows the largely Fig. 4 Left column: Maps of bolometric brightness for representative simulation snapshots with B 0 = 50 G (top) and 400 G (bottom). The same greyscale was used for both maps. Right column: corresponding horizontal cuts of the vertical magnetic field strength near τ 500 = 1. Strong fields appear white, dark grey regions are essentially field-free undisturbed granulation pattern (left) and the distribution of the vertical magnetic field in a horizontal cut near τ 500 = 1 (right) for the simulation with B 0 = 50 G. The lower panels show the corresponding maps for B 0 = 400 G representing strong network or plage regions. In this case, the granulation appears disturbed, with on average smaller granules ("abnormal granulation"). Most of the magnetic flux has been swept into the intergranular downflow network, where it reaches field strengths of up to 1.5-2 kG near the visible surface of optical depth unity.
The simulation with B 0 = 800 G (not shown in Fig. 4 ), exceeds the typical average field strengths of solar plage and represents the transition to the magnetically dominated regime of magnetoconvection. At the far end of the range of average field strengths one reaches the regime of pores and sunspot umbrae (e.g., Cameron 2005; Schüssler and Vögler 2006) , which is outside the scope of the simulations discussed here.
Radiation Analysis
The left panel of Fig. 5 shows the angle-integrated bolometric radiation flux at the top of the computational domain (i.e. the energy per unit area and unit time radiated by the model) averaged over space and time as a function of the average magnetic field strength B 0 in the five simulation runs. For the cases with B 0 = 50, 200, and 400 G, the radiation flux is larger than in the nonmagnetic run, the flux excess reaching a maximum of approximately 2.5% for the 200 G run. In the 800 G case, on the other hand, the radiation flux is reduced by about 4.5%.
The bolometric brightness at disk center (right panel of Fig. 5 ) is enhanced by approximately 1% for the cases with B 0 = 50 and 200 G. For larger B 0 the values drop clearly, reaching a brightness reduction of 10% for the 800 G case. In general, for all four magnetic runs the normalised disk-center intensities appear to have lower values than the normalised flux integrated over the upper hemisphere, indicating a modified angular dependence of the radiative energy transport, as is discussed in more detail below.
In order to gain insight into how the brightness variations come about, Vögler (2005) decomposed the disk-center brightness maps into three constituents, based on field strength and vertical velocity at a height level corresponding to τ 500 = 1: granular up-flows (areas with |B z | < 500 G and v z > 0), intergranular downflow lanes (|B z | < 500 G and v z < 0), and magnetic flux concentrations (|B z | > 500 G). Figure 6 shows the average brightness of granules, lanes and magnetic fields, all taken relative to the average brightness of the nonmagnetic simulation run. For the 50 G and 200 G cases, the brightness of granules is only weakly affected by the magnetic field. However, for B 0 > 50 G there is a decrease of granule brightness which amounts to about 10% for the simulation with B 0 = 800 G. The darkening of granules with increasing average field strength can be understood as a result of hampered convective energy transport in the presence of magnetic fields.
So, the inhibition of the convective energy transport by magnetic fields has a significant effect on the radiative energy output for photospheric regions with average flux densities beyond 200 G. The brightness of downflow lanes in the 50, 200, and 400 G cases is somewhat larger than in the case B 0 = 0. According to Vögler (2005) this may be due to the fact that in the upper photosphere the line of sight of downflow lanes partially runs through the partially evacuated, optically thin magnetic canopy which fans out with height. As a result one can look into deeper, hotter layers, similar to the hot wall effect that leads to facular brightenings (Spruit 1976; Keller et al. 2004 ). For B 0 > 200 G the lane brightness follows the systematic downward trend of the granules.
The three dashed curves in Fig. 6 , left panel, show the average brightness of magnetic flux concentrations with, respectively, 500 G < B z < 1000 G, 1000 G < B z < 1500 G, and B z > 1500 G. Independently of B 0 , one finds that the average brightness of magnetic patches increases with increasing field strength of the flux concentrations, i.e. for any given value of B 0 the strongest fields appear brightest.
This results from the fact that the level of optical depth unity is depressed in regions of strong field because of the higher degree of evacuation, thus exposing hotter material. All three curves exhibit a clear downward trend with growing B 0 . This can be understood as a consequence of the tendency of magnetoconvection to form larger magnetic structures as the average flux density increases. The radiated energy coming from magnetic structures is mainly supplied by lateral channelling of hot-wall radiation (convective transport inside the strong fields is negligible). With growing filling factor and size of strong field features, the thermal structure of strong fields has to adjust in order to maintain a balance between the horizontal energy input through the walls and the radiative losses in the vertical direction, resulting in lower brightness. As a comparison with the brightness averaged over the whole area (thick line in Fig. 6, left panel) shows, flux concentrations with field strengths larger that 1.5 kG on average stand out as bright features for all values of B 0 . For the 50 G and 200 G cases, the values for kilogauss fields significantly exceed the average "quiet Sun" (B 0 = 0) disk-center brightness.
The different dependence on B 0 of radiation flux and disk-center intensity is indicative of a modified angular distribution of the radiation field in the presence of a magnetic field (the hot wall effect). The center-to-limb variation (CLV) of the contrast, defined as (I (μ) − I 0 (μ))/I 0 (μ), with μ = cos θ , where θ is the heliocentric angle, and I 0 (μ) is the angledependent intensity of the nonmagnetic model, is shown in Fig. 6 , right panel. Obviously, the CLV of the contrast depends strongly on the amount of magnetic flux in the simulation. For small B 0 the contrast varies relatively weakly with μ and is always positive. For large B 0 the contrast is negative at disk center, grows strongly as a function of μ and is positive near the limb. Over a large range of values for B 0 the maximum contrast obtained increases with B 0 . Beyond B 0 = 400 G it drops again but seems to be less sensitive to a further increase of the average magnetic field strength. The picture obtained by Vögler (2005) exhibits many qualitative similarities with the MDI-based contrast measurements by Ortiz et al. (2002) . The most striking difference is the heliocentric angle where the maximum contrast occurs. In the simulations discussed here, the contrast increases monotonically up to at least μ = 0.2 for small B 0 and continues growing towards the limb for large B 0 , while the contrasts in the study by Ortiz et al. (2002) generally reach their maximum closer to disk center. A possible explanation for this discrepancy may lie in the fact that in the latter study the magnetic field strength is extracted from the magnetogram signal averaged over a MDI pixel which carries no information about the spatial distribution of magnetic flux within the resolution element. Thus different magnetic configurations with the same magnetogram signal but potentially very different CLV are grouped into the same field-strength bin, which may have a levelling effect on the contrast. One should also keep in mind that the CLV of the contrast may be wavelength dependent, so the comparison of synthesised bolometric intensities with results based on MDI continuum measurements should be cautioned.
In summary, the finding that the radiative energy output in simulations of plage or facular regions is significantly enhanced supports the hypothesis that surface magnetism is a main cause of short-term solar irradiance variations.
Semi-Empirical Atmosphere Models
In order to calculate realistic radiation (radiances) from structures in the solar atmosphere, which correspond to the known magnetic and non-magnetic sources of radiative variability distributed across the visible solar surface, thermodynamic and compositional information on each of these structures are required. We review the current one-dimensional radiative transfer approaches which do not explicitly include the effects of magnetic fields in a selfconsistent manner but instead determine the atmosphere based on semi-empirical procedures.
Model Atmospheres
To our knowledge, currently all solar atmosphere models used in spectral synthesis calculations as part of the irradiance modelling are one-dimensional semi-empirical models. The models essentially describe the temperature and density structure of each solar component as a function of height (or optical depth). Additionally, other physical parameters, such as number densities of various species and turbulent velocities can also be provided. The functional dependence of these quantities is adjusted so as to achieve reasonable fits to observed line and continuum intensities.
These model atmospheres go back to the work of Vernazza et al. (1981) with considerable modifications by Fontenla et al. (1990 Fontenla et al. ( , 1991 Fontenla et al. ( , 1993 . Built on these models are the so-called 'RISE' (Radiative Input from Sun to Earth) models which extend from the solar photosphere into the transition region based on the work by Fontenla et al. (1999) . The RISE models were recently updated by the SRPM models Fontenla et al. (2006 Fontenla et al. ( , 2007 . Additionally, Avrett and Loeser (2008) have updated 1D atmosphere models for the averaged quiet Sun.
The most common atmosphere models currently available are coded by the letters as follows:
A: the cell centre faint component of the quiet Sun, C: the average median intensity quiet Sun component, E: the bright network component of the quiet Sun, F: the enhanced network component for the active Sun, H: the faint plage component for the active Sun, M: medium brightness plage component for the active Sun, P: the bright plage (faculae) component for the active Sun, R: sunspot penumbra, and S: sunspot umbra.
The more general set of radiative equilibrium model atmospheres by Kurucz ( , 1993 , hereafter Kurucz, correspond to a particular effective temperature, chemical abundance, and gravity for an atmosphere in radiative equilibrium and thus does not include a chromosphere and transition region.
As a basis for various spectral synthesis calculations we group the representation of these structures into quiet Sun, and those leading to radiation deficits and excesses (see next section). It is important to keep in mind that different research groups utilise different numbers, combinations and modifications of the model atmospheres, listed in Table 1 .
Quiet-Sun Model Atmospheres
The two most commonly used quiet-Sun models in the literature are RISE C (Fontenla et al. 1999 ) and the solar model by Kurucz. E.g., the SATIRE quiet Sun model is based on the model atmosphere of in radiative equilibrium with an effective temperature of 5777 K. Haberreiter et al. (2008a) use the RISE C model and validate the results employing the quiet Sun Kurucz model. The RISE C model is also used by Penza et al. (2004) . Fontenla et al. (1999 Fontenla et al. ( , 2006 use Model C (most recently Model B), D and E for the quiet Sun irradiance, i.e. a combination of 3 components.
The agreement between the observations and the model calculations is good overall, in particular in the visible. For wavelengths between 450 and 1050 nm, e.g., Unruh et al. (1999) determine a deviation of less than 0.7% between the disk-centre intensity calculated with ATLAS9 from the Kurucz quiet-Sun model and the observations of either Burlov-Vasiljev et al. (1998) or Neckel and Labs (1984) . This is indeed comparable to the deviation between the two sets of measurements. Haberreiter et al. (2008a) find a good agreement between the quiet Sun spectrum in the UV and SOLSTICE observations, whereas Fontenla et al. (2006) get a good agreement with observations in the IR.
The centre-to-limb variations calculated from these model atmospheres generally agree well with the observations for a large range of wavelengths and have been discussed in Unruh et al. (1999) , Penza et al. (2004) and Fontenla et al. (2006) . Some discrepancies, however, remain for intensities derived from RISE C and Kurucz's quiet-Sun models, in particular at UV and IR wavelengths (see Fig. 4 in Fontenla et al. 2006 ).
Sunspots and Pores
Much of the original work on sunspot model atmospheres goes back to Maltby et al. (1986) and Kjeldseth-Moe and Maltby (1969) for sunspot umbrae and penumbrae respectively. Maltby et al. (1986) suggested that sunspot umbrae vary with the solar cycle and proposed three different umbral models (but see Mathew et al. 2007 , who found no support for this in MDI data). Their model M formed the basis for RISE S, the sunspot model atmosphere proposed by Fontenla et al. (1999) . With model R, a penumbral atmosphere was only added very recently to the set of RISE models (see Fontenla et al. 2006) . The choice of a sunspot model particularly affects short-term reconstructions and relatively large variations can be seen between different irradiance reconstructions in the literature. Haberreiter et al. (2005) employed the RISE S model for the reconstruction of the UV spectrum. Penza et al. (2003) experimented with using a Kurucz's stellar atmosphere at 5150 K to model the combined sunspot penumbra and umbra (see also Fligge et al. 2000) , but settled on a method of scaling intensities calculated from the RISE quietSun model according to the umbral and penumbral contrasts measured by Tritschler and Schmidt (2002) . In the SATIRE models (see, e.g., Wenzler 2005; Wenzler et al. 2006) , the sunspot penumbral fluxes are calculated from similar but cooler model atmospheres with effective temperatures 5250 K or 5400 K (Unruh et al. 1999) . The sunspot umbra is also in radiative equilibrium with an effective temperature of 4500 K.
Testing sunspot model atmospheres and the resulting intensity calculations is non-trivial for a number of reasons. One of these is that detailed spectral calculations that include all the metallic lines as well as molecular lines and opacities become more complex and time consuming as cooler effective temperatures are reached. Another reason is that observational data are hard to obtain as most sunspot spectra are affected by stray light. While correcting for stray light is possible over limited wavelength ranges, no 'flux-calibrated' sunspot spectrum is currently available. As a consequence, most authors consider their sunspot models as being somewhat preliminary.
Bright Components
Given the large surface area covered by small-scale magnetic features and their important role in solar variability, especially on time scales of years to decades, it is somewhat irksome that the uncertainty over their temperature and density structure is arguably even greater than for sunspots. It is here, also, that the commonly used assumption of a plane-parallel 1-D Ermolli et al. (2007) model atmosphere is harder to justify (see Sect. 3.2) . Most authors differentiate between a number of different small-scale features. Fontenla et al. (2006) , e.g., use 4 different bright models, ranging from relatively low-contrast network components (model E), via F and H up to 'bright plage', model P, which was originally based on Lemaire et al. (1981) . Note that 'bright plage' means plage seen in white light, which therefore actually corresponds to faculae.
An alternative approach has been adopted by and Fligge et al. (2000) for SATIRE models where only one facular atmosphere is used, but the facular filling factor for each pixel is scaled according to the magnetic flux of that pixel. The latter facular model atmosphere uses model P of Fontenla et al. (1993) as a starting point. However the original model has been altered for use in LTE with ATLAS9 in order to achieve better agreement with observations and to optimise irradiance reconstructions (Unruh et al. 1999) . These modifications consist mainly of a truncation of the original atmosphere before the temperature minimum and an extrapolation down to slightly lower temperatures in order to mimic the NLTE source function of stronger lines to first order.
It is well known that a large range of flux tube sizes are present on the solar surface. What is less well understood is how their contrasts vary with size and limb angle over a large wavelength range. A number of comparison data sets are available (see, e.g., the discussion in Unruh et al. 1999) , though only a few of them measure contrast, wavelength and size/magnetic field strength simultaneously. As an example of the available observations and adjustments needed for these model structures, Fig. 7 shows a comparison between computed and measured contrasts in the blue (left panel) and red (right panel) PSPT bands (409.6 and 607.2 nm central wavelengths respectively) with position across the solar disk (μ = cosine of the heliocentric viewing angle; μ = 1 is disk centre). "PSPT" stands for Precision Solar Photometric Telescopes (PSPT) located at Mauna Loa and Rome (Coulter and Kuhn 1994 ). The differences in the lines of different colours show clearly that there are large differences in the model atmospheres adopted for the calculation of solar irradiance variations. Comparing the different lines which represent the facular contrast calculated from a variety spectral synthesis approaches using different model atmospheres, to the symbols which are the observed continuum facular contrasts identified by three different methods (see caption for details), illustrates the influence of the feature identification method, especially when approaching the limb.
Radiances of Atmosphere Structures
While we consider a detailed discussion of all available spectral line and continuum synthesis codes to be beyond the scope of this paper, we list those most commonly used, along with the selection of model atmospheres, in the calculation of solar radiances (specific intensity as a function of wavelength and position on the solar disk) in Table 1 . In Sects. 5.3 and 5.2 we review how these radiances are combined with time dependent information on the distribution of solar magnetic structures to estimate irradiances.
In the SATIRE approach, all fluxes (Unruh et al. 1999 ) calculated from these atmospheres depend on wavelength, but are time-independent. The wavelength dependent fluxes are obtained from intensity spectra using the ATLAS9 program with opacity distribution functions, in the LTE approximation. These fluxes allow a reconstruction of either solar spectral irradiance (for wavelengths between roughly 200 nm and 160 µm) and total solar irradiance (by integrating over all the computed wavelengths). In the current version of SATIRE, the solar atmosphere is represented by a 4-component model. Penza et al. (2003 Penza et al. ( , 2004 ) use the Fontenla et al. (1999) model atmospheres, with the SPECTRUM program (Gray and Corbally 1994) , under the LTE approximation. Under this approximation, the original Fontenla et al. (1999) models were altered in analogy to the procedure of Unruh et al. (1999) , with a truncation at the temperature minimum and a linear extrapolation down to lower temperatures. Similar computations have also been performed assuming the most recent atmospheric models proposed by Fontenla et al. (2006) . This suite of models uses the solutions of radiative transfer and of statistical equilibrium with a non-LTE treatment. As described in Sect. 5.2 these models were used e.g. by Fontenla et al. (2004) and Harder et al. (2005a) to reconstruct the solar radiation output measured by SORCE/SIM. Haberreiter et al. (2005 Haberreiter et al. ( , 2008a ) make use of the spherical, NLTE radiative transfer code COSI (Table 1) to calculate intensity spectra of solar features based on the model atmospheres published by Fontenla et al. (1999) . Thus, they account for the rising temperature profile of the chromosphere, essential for the calculation of realistic synthetic UV spectra (Haberreiter et al. 2002) . Fig. 8 Comparison of the COSI NLTE calculation using the RISE model C with SOLSTICE observations; adopted from Haberreiter et al. (2008a) Radiative equilibrium atmosphere models that do not feature the temperature rise lead to substantial differences in the UV between the synthetic spectrum and observations (see e.g. Fig. 17 ). In contrast, including the chromosphere leads to a reasonable agreement between the model calculations and observations, as shown in Fig. 8 . The remaining disagreement between the calculated spectrum and the observation in the UV could be due to incomplete atomic data and missing opacity contributions.
It might be noted here that the UV radiation causes the metals to ionise and consequently affects the electron density, which in turn has a direct consequence on the population number of the negative hydrogen ion; being the dominant opacity source of the infrared (IR) and very sensitive to the electron density. Thus, the UV and the IR can only be calculated correctly if the ionisation of the metals and the negative hydrogen are calculated self-consistently. As the UV is strongly influenced by the line blanketing it is also essential to account for all relevant line opacities. The ATLAS9 code for example accounts for the line opacities by means of opacity distribution functions. Haberreiter et al. (2005 Haberreiter et al. ( , 2008a account for the line blanketing by introducing iterated NLTE opacity distribution functions, NLTE-ODFs, into the radiative transfer calculation. The SunRISE and SRPM account for each single line in the radiative transfer calculation (Fontenla et al. 1999) .
In contrast to the ATLAS9 code and SRPM, which calculate the radiances in planeparallel symmetry, COSI is setup in spherical symmetry, allowing calculations for rays at and beyond the solar limb Haberreiter et al. (2008b) . The higher the emergent intensity is formed in the solar atmosphere, the more important is the contribution of the rays beyond the solar limb to the irradiance. Therefore, this becomes increasingly important for shorter wavelengths, i.e. UV and EUV, as they are formed higher up in the atmosphere. In de EUV, however, the structure of the upper atmosphere, e.g. the presence of loops, must be taken into account.
All of the atmospheres used for solar radiance calculations have to be seen as average models, both in the time and spatial domain, as they neglect solar oscillations and smallscale features. They are models for the solar atmosphere as observed at moderate spatial and temporal resolution (approx 3 and approx 30 minutes, respectively) (Fontenla et al. 2006) . Being one dimensional, they can also not account for the shape of the magnetic flux tubes, which leads to discrepancies in flux-tube contrasts near the limb. The errors introduced through these discrepancies tend to be small, due to the small contribution of regions near the solar limb to the total flux. However, when modelling high spatial-resolution (non diskintegrated) data, more complex 3-D models need to be invoked (see, e.g. for a review, see also the discussion in Sect. 3.2).
Reconstructions of Irradiance Variations
In Sects. 3 and 4 we have described the physical ideas regarding the variation of TSI and detailed physical effects describing how magnetic features influence the emerging intensity. These results can be used as the basis for detailed reconstructions of irradiance in order to either test the physical models or to extend the irradiance record beyond the period of time for which measurements are available.
Such reconstructions have been carried out at different levels of sophistication. We first discuss the simpler ones based on indices of irradiance followed by the more advanced, that make use of model atmospheres.
Irradiance Reconstruction from Indices
Different regions of the solar spectrum arise from radiation formed in different solar atmospheric layers. Since magnetic fields change the temperature and density by different amounts in different atmospheric layers, observing the Sun at selected wavelengths or wavelength regions formed over a range of temperatures provides a tool for detecting and quantifying the impact of solar activity throughout the solar atmosphere, and hence on the emergent radiation at many wavelengths. Particularly useful in this regard are solar emission and absorption lines whose cores form above the temperature minimum, i.e. in the chromosphere. This is the case for the Mg II h and k and Ca II H and K doublets. When measured as an average over the disk (Sun-as-a-star observations), ratios of the core emission relative to the wings of such spectral features yield information about the prevailing global temperature structure pertaining to an area-weighted average of the distributions from specific magnetic features. Figure 9 compares the variations in several indices of solar activity that have been widely used to infer irradiance variations. The sunspot number, which is a visually determined, numerical rather than physical index, is the longest available direct indicator of solar activity. The 10.7 cm radio flux (Tapping and Detracey 1990) reflects a combination of chromospheric (longer term) and coronal (short term) influences of solar activity and it is highly correlated with the sunspot number. The Mg II index is the core-to-wing ratio of the Mg II doublet at 280 nm (Heath and Schlesinger 1986) and the data used here is an updated version of the composite by Viereck et al. (2004) (originally from ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR_DATA/SOLAR_UV/NOAAMgII.dat, and updated since 2003 from http://lasp.colorado.edu/sorce/data/mgii_product.hml). This chromospheric index tracks closely the flux variations in the equivalent width of the He I line at 1083 nm and the core of the Ca II K emission at 393 nm. It is a good proxy for brightening due to faculae and network.
Information about the primary sources of irradiance variability, sunspots, faculae and network is available from a variety of solar observations which enable the quantitative modelling of irradiance variability independently of direct measurements. Sunspot darkening, the fractional change in irradiance caused by sunspots is described by the Photometric Sunspot Index, PSI or P S , proposed in 1981 by Hudson et al. (1982) , is calculated explicitly (in this case for total irradiance) as
where S is the reduction in irradiance relative to the quiet Sun, S Q , for a sunspot of area A WDC (in fractions of the solar hemisphere) at location μ in heliocentric coordinates. C S is the sunspot's contrast (ratio of spot emission to the background quiet photosphere) and R(μ) is the centre-to-limb variation function which is assumed to be the same for the quiet photosphere and the spot. The summation is over all spots on the solar disk at a specific time. It utilises the bolometric contrast and center-to-limb functions as e.g. ported to be about 20 to 40% larger than SOON sunspot areas (Fligge and Solanki 1997; Balmaceda et al. 2005) . The time series shown in Fig. 10a , is the energy reduction in total radiative output caused by sunspot darkening, P S , calculated from SOON sunspot data archived at NOAA NGDC. There is also a different way to account for sunspots and partly faculae, that is R of the San Fernando Observatory (Preminger et al. 2002) which is shown in Fig. 10b . It provides the photometric sum of the images observed with a 10 nm-bandpass filter centered at 672.3 nm and measures the relative change in the red continuum irradiance caused by both bright and dark solar features in active regions. For comparison see also the green curve of the bottom panel of Fig. 11 . The explicit calculation of a facular index, P F , analogous to P S is also possible (Lean et al. 1998 ) but more difficult because faculae have lower contrasts in the visible spectrum and are more fragmented than sunspots. In solar images made in the core of Ca II and other strong Fraunhofer lines the emission is preferentially enhanced in chromospheric plage and bright network that overlie photospheric faculae. Ca II K images therefore provide information about facular areas and locations from which to construct facular brightening indices (Lean et al. 1998; Harvey and White 1998) . K of the San Fernando Observatory, which is deduced in a similar way as R but from observations of the Ca II K emission with a 1 nm-bandpass filter at 393.4 nm was successfully used to model TSI during cycle 22 (Preminger et al. 2002) , but it fails for cycle 23. Thus de Toma et al. (2004) used instead Mg II index for the facular and network contribution. Faculae and network can also be identified in magnetograms (e.g. Krivova et al. 2003, and Sect. 5.3) .
The empirical models discussed here utilise as inputs indices for sunspot darkening P S and for facular and network brightening P F , combined in different proportions for total versus spectral irradiance at different wavelengths. Models of contemporary total and UV spectral irradiance variability, for which adequate observational databases exist, are developed in one of two ways. Either the P F and P S time series are regressed together against the observed irradiance, S or F (λ), or the observations are first corrected for sunspot effects then the residual time series, S − P S or F (λ) − P S (λ), is linearly regressed against P F (Lean et al. 1997; Fröhlich and Lean 1998a; Lean 2000) . Both approaches yield an expression of the form S(t) ∝ aP S (t) + bP F (t) for total solar irradiance or F (λ, t) ∝ a λ P S (t) + b λ P F (t) for spectral irradiance at time t and wavelength λ. Thus, in empirical irradiance variability Fig. 11 The top panel shows the composite Mg-II index (red) and the long-term part, P Fl determined as a lower envelope of short-term variation, P Fs mainly due to the passage of faculae in active regions. The lower two panels show the calibrated indices: b Fl P Fl (long-term Mg-II) and b Fs P Fs (short-term Mg-II) together with b S P S (t) (PSI). The vertical lines indicate the time of the solar cycle minima used to separate the cycles. The green line in the bottom panel shows the 191-day filtered sum of the facular and spot influence models the indices P S (t) and P F (t) contain time dependent information about the sources of the irradiance variability and the (time-independent) coefficients a λ and b λ adjust the relative contributions of these sources for radiation at different wavelengths, or for total irradiance. In practice, the observations may or may not be detrended prior to the regression, depending on the confidence (or lack of) in their long-term stability (e.g. Lean et al. 1997) .
As an example we show the results of a three-component model of Fröhlich (2009b) with sunspot darkening, P S , and short and long-term facular brightening, P Fs and P Fl . As shown on the top panel of Fig. 11 the long-term component P Fl is determined as a smoothed lower envelope of P F and the short-term P Fs as P F − P Fl . This approach better accommodates possible differences in the short and long-term sources of irradiance variability, that is the changes related to the active-region passage or to the solar-cycle modulation. As the recent minimum of TSI is lower than the ones before and the Mg II index does not show a similar change, a linear trend between each minimum has been added to the model, as a timevarying 'quiet' Sun a(t) = a 0 + a 1 t . Moreover, each cycle is fitted separately to allow for Fig. 12 Shown are the changes of the coefficients determined for each cycle relative to there mean value. These changes are then used to 'correct' the long and short-term Mg II and PSI for further analysis. Also shown are the trends needed to be introduced to account for the changes in TSI not represented by the Mg II index, nor PSI possible changes from cycle to cycle and the following relation is used
The coefficients do vary from cycle to cycle as summarised in Table 2 and Fig. 12 . As the trend is part of the fitting, it may not only indicate a difference between the trends of TSI and the model, but also an intra-cycle change of some b Fs, Fl S . In general such a change indicates a change of contrast and/or area: in the case of b S it is the sunspot contrast only, whereas a change in b Fl,Fs could also be due to a change of the specific contrast of the Mg II index, that is a combination of contrast and area. It is interesting to note that all b are increasing with time and most importantly b S . Also the b Fs, Fl are similar for cycle 22 and 23, but nearly 15% lower during cycle 21. These differences indicate changes in the physical sources that produce the irradiance variations and further study of these differences is needed to understand the physical mechanisms, as e.g. differences in the relationship between the chromospheric brightening sampled by the Mg II index and photospheric brightening influencing TSI. The trend during cycle 23 is mainly determined by the important trend in TSI, which will however not be discussed here as stated in Sect. 1. Moreover, the difference between b Fs and b Fl is interesting and shows that the contrast depends on the scale of the magnetic featuresthe smaller they get, the brighter they are (Spruit and Zwaan 1981) . Direct observations from MDI/SOHO confirm this as a function of the magnitude of the magnetic field (Ortiz et al. 2002; Ortiz 2005) , which also represents the size of the features. Hence, the solar-cycle (long-term) variation seem to be dominated by the small magnetic features of the network outside the activity belts, whereas the short-term variation are due to faculae, active network and sunspots in active regions. The overall result of the model is shown in Fig. 13 together with the reconstruction from Kitt-Peak images and magnetograms discussed in Sect. 5.3. The very high correlation of r 2 = 0.92 is mainly achieved by fits to each cycle which was indicated by the existence of a substantial trend in TSI during cycle 23 and then provides also information about possible inter-cycle changes of the contrasts of the different features. On Fig. 13 also the Kitt-Peak reconstruction is also shown which reaches r 2 = 0.89 with only one adjustable parameter (see Sect. 5.3), but shows more short-term noise and also some differences between cycles 21 and 22.
The final result of 3-component proxy model are shown in Fig. 11 , which shows the influence due to the variability on cycle and active-region time scales in the middle and lower panel, respectively. The 191-day filtered sum of the active region influence, the sum of the spot and facular influence (green curve in Fig. 11) , indicates that the short-term variation is anti-correlated with the cycle and slightly positive over a roughly four-year period centered around the minima. This behaviour is similar to the directly observed R in Fig. 10b .
Irradiance Reconstruction from Intensity Images
The success of proxy methods in accounting for measured changes in irradiance variations on time-scales of days to years provides strong support for the hypothesis that irradiance variations are caused by changes in the amount and distribution of magnetic flux upon the solar surface. However, methods based on employing indices provide only indirect determinations of the contribution of magnetic features in generating irradiance variations. On the other hand, methods based on spatially resolved measurements of magnetic region properties (contrast, flux) allow quantitative determinations of the contributions due to different features. These methods also allow one to study the role of possible non-magnetic mechanisms. In the following, we shall describe in greater detail the set of methods belonging to the second type. In particular, we refer to the methods proposed by Penza et al. (2003) and Fontenla and Harder (2005) , henceforth called Rome and SRPM respectively.
These methods assume that the solar irradiance is given by the sum of the fluxes emerging from the different components of the solar atmosphere. At present, Rome assumes four atmosphere components (quiet Sun, facular regions, umbra, penumbra), whereas SRPM takes seven components into account (cell interior, network, active network, faint plage, bright plage, umbra, penumbra). These components are represented by the set of semi-empirical time-independent atmosphere models as described in Sect. 4. The models are used to compute the brightness spectrum of the components at a given wavelength, through spectral synthesis codes (see Sect. 4). The bolometric flux emerging from a given component is thus obtained by integrating the spectral fluxes computed over the whole range of synthesised wavelengths. Rome and SRPM reproduce irradiance variations by combining the time-independent output of these model computations with the time dependent information about the fraction of the solar disk covered by each modelled component. This latter information is obtained from the analysis of full-disk photometric observations provided by the Precision Solar Photometric Telescopes (PSPT) at the Rome and M. Loa Observatories (Coulter and Kuhn 1994; White et al. 2000) . In particular, both methods make use of photospheric observations taken in the red continuum around 607 nm in order to identify dark magnetic regions, and of chromospheric observations at the Ca II K line at 393 nm in order to discern features corresponding to bright magnetic regions. Although both methods are based on similar data, the criteria applied for the identification of the atmosphere components differ in several aspects.
Rome utilises iterative procedures based on intensity thresholds and skeletonising algorithms to identify the atmospheric components. The algorithms are applied to contrast images, which are computed for each analysed observation. Notice that the several parameters used by these algorithms have been fixed independently by the output of atmospheric model computations (see, e.g., Ermolli et al. 2007 ). For example, contrast threshold values used for identification of umbra and penumbra regions are taken from recent high-resolution measurements published in the literature (see, e.g., Penza et al. 2006) .
On the other hand, the SRPM image analysis method is mostly based on the output of Fontenla et al. (1999) and Fontenla et al. (2006) semi-empirical atmospheric computations. In particular, the criteria applied for the image decomposition represent the closest agreement between the intensity measured at each pixel and the one computed with the set of modelled atmospheres at the disk position corresponding to that of the analysed pixel.
We start with examples of Rome applications. Figure 14 , adapted from Giorgi et al. (2005) , shows a reconstruction of TSI variations which covers Solar Cycle 23, from July 1996 to December 2004. In this example, the daily TSI variations provided by the VIRGO team (version 5-006-0305) were compared to the daily reconstructed TSI variations, obtained as described by Penza et al. (2003) by using Rome PSPT observations. This reconstruction assumes four components (quiet Sun, umbra, penumbra and facular regions) and uses the output of the PSPT image processing described above, together with the output of the modelled atmospheres summarised in Sec. 4. In particular, it uses model C and model Table 1 ), for quiet Sun and facular regions, respectively. Moreover, it uses two models obtained by weighting model C computations with umbra and penumbra contrasts as measured by Tritschler and Schmidt (2002) in order to represent umbra and penumbra regions, respectively. The bolometric fluxes evaluated for the four components were then weighted with the results of the identification of components for each day of the period analysed, i.e. with the fraction of solar disk covered by each modelled component. Figure 14 also shows details of this comparison for two short periods near the activity maximum. The correlation coefficient between the measured and reconstructed variations is 0.98 for the period from 1998 to 2004.
It is worth noting that this reconstruction is obtained by assuming a fixed number of components and a fixed set of model atmospheres. The number of components used, the details of the image decomposition applied and some parameters of the model atmospheres (mainly the effective temperature of umbra and penumbra) are all important ingredients of the model and can be varied to some extent in order to improve the quality of the agreement with observed irradiance variations. Penza et al. (2006) extended this reconstruction back to the beginning of Solar Cycle 22. In this application, the TSI composite (version 5-007-0310a) provided by the VIRGO team for the period 1978-2004 was used, together with the output of model computations quoted above, the measurements of active regions (AR) disk coverages obtained at the S. Fernando Observatory (Walton et al. 2003a (Walton et al. , 2003b for the period 1986-2004, and with the estimates of AR disk coverages obtained from Mg II core-to-wing index measurements for the period 1978-1985 . This reconstruction also assumes four components, although these differ from the components used in the reconstruction described above. In this case, quiet Sun, network, facular and spot regions, with no distinction between umbrae and penumbrae, are now considered. Outputs of model C, model E and model F computations (Penza et al. 2004) were used to evaluate the bolometric fluxes of the quiet Sun, network and facular regions, respectively. Model C weighted by a mean value of the contrast measurements obtained by Tritschler and Schmidt (2002) was used to describe spot regions. Finally, some functional relations among network, facular, umbra, penumbra measured disk coverages and Mg II index values are also used for the completion of the data required for the irradiance reconstruction over the whole period analysed (details are given by Penza et al. 2006) .
In this reconstruction, TSI variations on the solar rotation scale are well reproduced in the period where direct measurements of AR properties are available. In contrast, only the average of TSI variations is reproduced for the period in which AR disk coverage estimates are obtained from the Mg II index proxy (cf. Fligge et al. 1998) . Penza et al. (2006) also applied the same approach for the study of the cyclic modulation of the three photospheric lines (Fe I 537.9, C I 538.0 and Ti II 538.1 nm). The modelled line changes turned out to be different from the observational results obtained by Livingston (1997a, 1997b) and Livingston and Wallace (2003) , either in amplitude or in phase. Penza et al. (2006) attribute this result to the larger sensitivity of modelled line characteristics to several parameters used for the atmospheric modelling (for example gravity, abundance, microturbulence), than the modelling of TSI and SSI variations.
Solar spectral irradiance modelled with SRPM compared to those measured by SIM/SORCE are presented in Fig. 15 taken from Harder et al. (2005a) . This comparison covers five wavelengths in the visible and infrared and the period from October 2004 to June 2005. The measured and modelled time series show a better agreement in the range between 656 nm and 857 nm than obtained by Fontenla et al. (2004) , but the model tends to underestimate the variability at shorter wavelengths. This better agreement is mainly due to the updates of facular and plage models, P and H, respectively, presented by Fontenla et al. (2006) , and also due to the inclusion of a penumbra model, R, into irradiance calculations.
All the examples listed above show the general good agreement between measurements of irradiance variations and modelling obtained through the two methods considered here. Nevertheless, these figures also show that current modelling requires further investigation at some specific wavelengths. In particular, spectral syntheses have to be improved at both shorter and longer wavelengths. It is worth noting that the quality of the comparisons described is always limited by intrinsic uncertainties associated with the use of ground-based observations. These observations are not as homogeneous as those recorded from space, for example by SoHO/MDI, like those used for the modelling described in Sect. 5.3. In fact, both variable seeing and scattered light changes may significantly affect the results of the image processing for the identification of the atmosphere components, and may thus worsen the agreement between measured and reconstructed irradiance variations.
However, photometric observations like those used by Rome and SRPM were regularly recorded in several observatories since the beginning of the 20th century. These earlier observations may thus provide a further extension of the irradiance modelling with these methods to earlier cycles, which in turn may allow us insight to be gained into long-term variability mechanisms.
Irradiance Reconstruction from Magnetic Measurements

Total Solar Irradiance
The set of models described here uses magnetograms to identify the location of bright and dark magnetic features. The main assumption of such models is that all variations on time scales longer than approximately half a day are caused by the evolving surface distribution Harder et al. 2005a) of the Sun's magnetic field. They thus test the physical models that contend that irradiance variations are caused by the magnetic field near the solar surface (see Sect. 4). Here we describe the so-called SATIRE models (Spectral And Total Irradiance REconstructions, which are based on this assumption and which have been worked out in greatest detail as well as having been applied most widely. As for all models described in Sect. 4, the surface magnetic features are divided into classes (atmospheric components), each described by a characteristic brightness spectrum. These spectra are calculated from the corresponding model atmospheres (Unruh et al. 1999 ) (see Sect. 4). In the current version of SATIRE, the solar photosphere is repre-sented by a 4-component model. The atmospheric components and the corresponding fluxes are described in Sect. 4 (see also Table 1 ).
Temporal variations of the irradiance come from the second ingredient of SATIRE, the filling factors, which describe the fraction of the visible solar surface occupied by each photospheric component and evolve with time (see below for how filling factors are assigned to each magnetogram pixel). They are taken from observed magnetograms. The reconstructions made with SATIRE so far use magnetograms and continuum images recorded at the Kitt Peak National Solar Observatory (KP/NSO, Livingston et al. 1976; Jones et al. 1992) and by the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI, Scherrer et al. 1995) on SoHO.
Intensity images are employed to identify sunspots. Different brightness thresholds are used to separate umbrae (u) and penumbrae (p). Since sunspot umbrae and penumbrae are both larger than the size of an individual pixel of either MDI or the Kitt Peak magnetographs (2 × 2 or smaller), a pixel which falls within a sunspot umbra or penumbra is assumed to be covered by it completely. In other words, the sunspot filling factor, α u,p , of such a pixel is 1. Alternatively, α u,p = 0, if a pixel lies outside the sunspot.
All pixels identified as belonging to sunspots are excluded from the subsequent analysis of the magnetograms and all remaining magnetic signal above the noise level is assigned to faculae and the network, which are described by a single model atmosphere in the current version of SATIRE. Facular and network elements are typically smaller than the MDI pixel size (e.g. Solanki 1993, and Sect. 4) , so that the pixel may partly also cover the quiet solar surface. To describe this state of affairs a facular filling factor, α f , is introduced, which denotes the fraction of the pixel covered by the facular or network component. The filling factor, α f , grows linearly with the strength of the magnetic field until the saturation magnetic flux, sat , at which α f reaches unity. Above this flux the pixel is assumed to be completely covered by faculae (α f = 1).
1 Based only on the employed magnetograms, this saturation flux cannot be fixed precisely and is thus a free parameter of the model. It is fixed from a comparison with the observed total irradiance. The physical background for this saturation lies in the different brightness of magnetic flux tubes in regions with large and small magnetic filling factors (Solanki and Stenflo 1984; Solanki 1986 ), which in turn is due to different average horizontal areas of individual magnetic features in such regions (Grossmann-Doerth et al. 1994) . It is a crude way of describing that the bolometric, angle-integrated brightness of a solar surface element only increases up to a pixel-averaged field strength of 200-300 G, beyond which it starts to decay again (left panel of Fig. 5) .
In this way, every individual pixel of a magnetogram is analysed, in order to find whether it lies within a sunspot or a facular region. Everything that does not belong to active regions and the network is counted to the quiet Sun:
The brightness (intensity times surface area) of each pixel, I px (μ, λ, t), is then given by
where μ = cos θ and θ is the heliocentric angle, λ is the wavelength, t time and I q,u,p,f are the intensities of the quiet Sun, umbrae, penumbrae and faculae (including the network), respectively. The sum over all pixels gives the solar irradiance at a given wavelength and an integral over all wavelengths the total solar irradiance. More details on the SATIRE models are provided by Fligge et al. (2000) . Different reconstructions have been carried out using the SATIRE model. Initially the most homogeneous available data set, the one from MDI, was used to reconstruct solar irradiance during cycle 23. It was important to use 5-minute averaged magnetograms, since the noise level in the standard 1-minute magnetograms is too high to provide accurate results. With a single free parameter both the short-(days to weeks) and long-term (years to the solar cycle) variations of the total irradiance could be reproduced. The correlation coefficient between the measured (VIRGO) and modelled irradiances is 0.96 for the period 1996-2002.
Employing KP/NSO data allowed an extension of the reconstruction back to 1974, i.e. to the time before the first satellite measurements of solar irradiance. These data suffer from variable seeing and artifacts in some of the images (Wenzler et al. 2004 (Wenzler et al. , 2006 . More seriously, the data were not recorded by the same instrument over the whole period. The first, the 512-channel Diode Array Magnetograph (Livingston et al. 1976 ), was improved a few times and was, in 1992, replaced by the spectromagnetograph (Jones et al. 1992) . Unfortunately, the earlier data remain of a noticeably lower quality. For example, it is impossible to distinguish between umbrae and penumbrae in older images and only the entire spot areas can be determined. Therefore the average ratio of umbral to sunspot area was determined for the period after 1992 and assumed to be the same over the earlier period (Wenzler et al. 2006) . As expected, the resulting reconstructed irradiance reproduces the TSI measurements (PMOD composite; see Fig. 16 ) somewhat less well than the MDI-based model. But, again, the agreement is quite good on both short and long time scales. The correlation coefficient is 0.91 for the whole period , 0.94 for the period after 1992 and no bias has been found between the three activity cycles (Wenzler et al. 2006) . This means that the evolution of the solar surface magnetic field indeed explains most irradiance variations during the period considered.
One possible improvement for the future is to use products of numerical simulations, rather than empirical model atmospheres. In such an approach one could employ the output of realistic 3-D numerical simulations of magnetoconvection, such as those described by , see Sect. 3.2 to compute the emergent spectrum. First calculations for the disc centre have been done by Unruh et al. (2009) but they need to be extended to cover the whole solar disc. Instead of magnetograms, it is also possible to use flux transport simulations, such as those of Schrijver et al. (2003 ), or Baumann et al. (2004 . This is of particular interest for extending the simulations further back in time when no magnetograms were available. However, in both cases, the model will have to be adapted (e.g. to the lower spatial resolution of the magnetic field mas produced by flux transport simulations).
Spectral Solar Irradiance
A major advantage of reconstructions based on model atmospheres, such as SATIRE is that they provide both the total and spectral irradiance. Here we briefly consider how SATIRE compares with different observations. Longwards of 400 nm, the model can be tested against VIRGO measurements in three spectral channels, red, green and blue centred at 862, 500 and 402 nm, respectively. The agreement on time scales of up to a few months is very good ) but on Wenzler et al. 2006) longer time scales the trends in the data introduced by the degradation of the sensitivity of the VIRGO Sun-photometers remains a problem for such a comparison. Note that the free parameter, sat , is set from a comparison of the model with TSI and is kept the same when considering the spectral irradiance. Unruh et al. (2008) have also compared the calculated irradiance with SORCE/SIM measurements in the range between 200 and 1600 nm over a time span of three solar rotations in 2004. In most wavelength regions, the variability agrees well between the observations and the model calculations. The model does particularly well between 400 and 1300 nm, but fails below 220 nm (cf. Fig. 17) , as well as for some of the strong NUV lines. Due to the low sensitivity of SORCE for wavelengths between approximately 310 and 350 nm, the model calculations still provide the best estimates of solar variability in this range.
The modelled spectra can also be compared with spectra recorded by, e.g., the SUSIM instrument on UARS (Brueckner et al. 1993) . Figure 17 shows the spectrum measured on a particular day by SUSIM (solid curve) and as obtained from the model (dashed). Above 300 nm the model is in good agreement with the measurements. Although stronger lines are not perfectly reproduced in the range between 200 and 300 nm, on average the model gives reasonable results here as well. At shorter wavelengths, the LTE approximation involved in calculations of the model atmospheres fails and the model spectrum lies systematically too low. Using a non-LTE approximation is one obvious, although tedious, line of attack on the problem (e.g. Fontenla et al. 1999 Fontenla et al. , 2006 Haberreiter et al. 2005 Haberreiter et al. , 2008a . have developed an alternative technique allowing an empirical extension of the SATIRE models down to 115 nm with the help of SUSIM data. As Fig. 18 shows, the model by reproduces irradiance variations in the range (Brueckner et al. 1993; and modelled (dashed) following . The dotted line shows the empirical model by 220-240 nm relatively well. On the other hand, SUSIM measurements can be used in order to work out empirical relations between the irradiance in this wavelength range and the irradiance at every other wavelength at which the data exist, i.e. between 115 and 410 nm. employ daily level 3BS V21 data with spectral sampling of 1 nm ). The deduced relations are then used to calculate irradiance at every wavelength within this range (dotted line in Fig. 17 ) from the reconstructed irradiance at 220-240 nm. Figure 19 shows the calculated solar Ly-α irradiance compared to SUSIM measurements and to the composite of UARS SOLSTICE measurements and related proxy models by . Note that the latter record is adjusted to the UARS SOLSTICE absolute values, so that the difference between the two models is only due to the difference of about 5% in the magnitude of the Ly-α cycle shown by SUSIM and SOLSTICE. Other than that, the model agrees well with the completely independent composite time series, with a correlation coefficient of 0.94. Figure 20 displays the relative irradiance variations between activity maximum (2 month average over April-May 2000) and minimum (October-November 1996) . The solid line represents SUSIM measurements and the dashed line the reconstruction by . The figure demonstrates the consistency between the empirical extension of the SATIRE model and the SUSIM measurements. Fig. 21 The histograms of the spectral distribution of the solar irradiance (dashed) and of the solar cycle irradiance variations (solid; from . Note different size of bins (50 nm at λ ≤ 400 nm, 100 nm at 400 nm < λ ≤ 1000 nm and 2000 nm at longer λ)
The calculated contribution of different wavelength ranges to solar irradiance and its 11-year cycle variation is shown in Fig. 21 . The dashed line describes the distribution of the energy (irradiance) over the solar spectrum. Note the different size of bins: 50 nm in the UV, 100 nm in the visual and 2000 nm in the IR. The solid line shows the spectral distribution of the irradiance changes over the solar cycle. Although about 30% of solar energy comes from the long wavelengths (>1000 nm), their contribution to the TSI variations is small: according to the model/SATIRE it is negative at 1000-3000 nm due to sunspots and is about 1-1.5% at yet longer λ. In contrast, the contribution of the UV to TSI variations is very high: the wavelength interval 300-400 nm accounts for about 40% of the TSI variations and about 60% of all TSI variations originate in the range between 200 nm and 400 nm. Recent estimates based on SCIAMACHY measurements gave a value of 55% for the contribution of the 200-400 nm spectral range to the irradiance variations in cycle 23 (Pagaran et al. 2009 ). Of course, it will be particularly interesting to test the spectral irradiance due to the SATIRE models using the SORCE (Harder et al. 2005b ) and SCIAMACHY (Skupin et al. 2005 ) spectral irradiance measurements on time scales longer than a solar rotation. Haberreiter et al. (2005) combined the filling factors derived from the MDI and KP magnetograms and continuum images by and Wenzler et al. (2004 with radiances for the quiet Sun, sunspots and faculae calculated with their NLTE code COSI, in order to calculate irradiance variations in the UV. Figure 22 shows the reconstruction for Lyman α compared with the composite by . The comparison shows that the variability of the reconstructed Lyman α is considerably lower than observations suggest. The reasons for this discrepancy can be attributed to the following points.
Spectral Solar Irradiance from NLTE Calculations
Firstly, the population numbers of hydrogen are strongly influenced by the ambipolar diffusion, a process by which protons (and hydrogen atoms) diffuse from higher to lower (lower to higher) layers in the solar atmosphere. The protons recombine at the lower layers and thereby lead to an increase of the hydrogen population. Consequently, the Lyman α flux is increased ( Fig. 8; for details see Fontenla et al. 1993) . This process has not been accounted for in the reconstruction shown in Fig. 22 .
Secondly, the fact that the UV is formed higher up in the solar atmosphere, but the feature identification from magnetograms represents photospheric layers, also needs to be included in the reconstruction. As the magnetic field expands with increasing height in the solar atmosphere, an increase in the area covered by the active region has to be accounted for. One Fig. 22 Reconstruction of Lyman α based on radiance calculations with the COSI code and the Fontenla et al. (1999) atmosphere structures. The reconstruction is compared with the Lyman α composite by ; Adopted from Haberreiter et al. (2005) Fig . 23 Comparison of the reconstructed Lyman α irradiance compared with SOLSTICE measurements (Schöll and Schmutz 2008) way to achieve this is to use additional chromospheric observations for the feature identification and relate them to a height dependence of area covered by active regions. Schöll and Schmutz (2008) introduced the so-called active area expansion (AAE) parameter to account for this effect. They determined the AAE parameter from a comparison of photospheric images and observations taken with the SOHO/SUMER instrument in Lyman ε. This comparison leads to an AAE factor of the order of 2.5. Figure 23 shows the Lyman α reconstruction taking into account the AAE parameter (blue line), leading to an improved agreement of the reconstruction with the SOLSTICE observations (green line).
Discussion and Conclusion
Models of the solar total irradiance have progressed to the stage where it is possible to reproduce the directly observed variations with high accuracy (Sect. 5). This suggests that a good understanding of the mechanisms of these variations has been reached. One such set of models, the SATIRE models, uses intensity spectra of the Sun's different photospheric magnetic components calculated from the corresponding model atmospheres and information (from models or observations) on the distribution of the magnetic flux on the solar surface, in order to figure out the total and spectral irradiance variations. The model works well for the total irradiance and in the spectral ranges longwards of about 200-300 nm where it has been tested. A recently developed empirical technique based on the observed SUSIM spectra allows an empirical extension of the SATIRE models to shorter wavelengths (down to about 115 nm), which are of great interest to Sun-climate studies. Reconstructions of solar UV irradiance based on NLTE spectral synthesis of radiance spectra have also being progressing. Besides, first encouraging tests of the models have been carried out in the IR (Fontenla et al. 2006; Platnick and Fontenla 2008; Unruh et al. 2008 ). More work is still needed in these directions. Magnetohydrodynamic model simulations of photospheric magnetoconvection also support the idea that surface magnetism is the main source of short term, i.e. shorter than a solar cycle, irradiance variations.
These models can account for most of the variance in the observed irradiance time series. This shows that additional contributions to the TSI variation from photospheric temperature variations outside spots and magnetic brightening must be small, although the low TSI value during the most recent minimum may point to still another mechanism for changes on century time scales. As photometric observations like those used today by the Rome and SRPM models were regularly recorded at several observatories since the beginning of the 20th century (Ermolli et al. 2009; Foukal et al. 2009 ) they may provide a further extension of the irradiance modelling with these methods to earlier cycles, which in turn may allow insight to be gained into long term variability mechanisms as indicated by recent TSI observations.
